WizIQ Demo Transcript
Lucas: Hello NWACC students! We just wanted to show you a little bit about the online tutoring program, how to get
into the WizIQ System, and show you some of the features of that system. Once you get to the Academic Success Center
Online Tutoring page, you will see all of our important links on the right hand side. Hopefully you have already had a
chance to take a look at all of those. Please call the ASC main desk to schedule an online tutoring session. Once
scheduled, you will receive an email from your assigned tutor containing the WizIQ class link. I’ll click that now.
Lucas: As you can see it opened up in a new tab, here is our demo session for today. The System & Device Check is
located below here. Please use this prior to accessing the tutoring sessions. You will want to go through and check your
system, test your speakers, make sure your microphone is turned on and that you have Adobe Flash downloaded and
installed correctly, you can do a video check if you want to use your webcam, and there are some instructions here on
how to troubleshoot your audio problems, if you have them.
Lucas: Now I am ready to access the WizIQ Demo. You will enter in your name. Again here is the link to check your
device settings just in case you missed it, and you will click on launch class.
Lucas: As you get into the class you should see the tutors face.
Lucas: Hi Holly!
Holly: Hi!
Lucas: She will be talking to you through VOIP, there is also a chat area located in the bottom right corner where you can
type in your questions. You will see the attendee list of your tutor and yourself and whoever else is in the classroom with
you. Over on the left hand side is the interactive white board. This is where the tutor will work through problems with
you. They can load up files, show you their screen and do a whole bunch of fancy things here. Let’s go ahead and show
you a little bit of how to use the system. I’ll put in my question in the chat area.
Lucas: My question is for 4x+y=3 can you solve and graph this equation?
Holly: Yes, I can. So we are just going to start out by finding the x and y intercepts of the equation. So we have 4x+y=3.
I’m going to find where x is zero and y is zero. So just plugging in zero for x I get four times zero plus y equals three. Well
four times zero is just zero so I’m left with just y=3. When I plug zero in for y I get four x equals three, I’m going to divide
by four to get x by itself. So I’m left with x= three fourth. Now to graph this equation were going to put a pretty little grid
here.
Holly: So we are at the point (0,3) so I’m going to go up and make a dot right here. And then we are going to go where x
is three fourths and y is zero so that’s right about in this area because it’s a little over a half. Now I have two dots, so I
can just connect them to create a line. And you can see how they connect.
Lucas: Alright, thank you very much Holly!
Holly: Thank you!
Lucas: And that is how you use the WizIQ system. So come online and get tutored!

